
  

  
Abstract—The development of contemporary nations and 

society had been characterized by the abilities and skills of their 
inhabitants in various sectors. Some of these nations decreased 
over a period of time and were substituted by others. Yet they 
remain marks of architecture and historical features that stand 
out as landmarks. The architectural heritage represents the 
most common and clear evidence for these nations. Therefore, 
many civilizations attempt to conserve, explore and develop the 
essence of its architectural vocabularies. GCC countries have 
been characterized by architectural style that emerged from its 
environmental and geographical circumstances. Wind catchers 
are one such feature. The use of this device had decreased over 
the years. However, they emerged again in many contemporary 
buildings but without their functional characteristics. 

The purpose of this research is to investigate and explore the 
natural light characteristics of this device through the 
investigation of old existing device and explore the effectiveness 
of its parameters and factors applicability. 
 

Index Terms—Light performance, wind catchers, traditional 
gulf architecture, natural light.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The architectural heritage represents the most common and 

clear evidence of nations history. Therefore, many 
civilizations attempt to conserve, explore and develop the 
essence of its architectural vocabularies to maintain its values. 
Every contemporary society possesses Architectural features 
that are witness of their roots and extension of their 
civilization. The pyramids had been landmark for the 
Pherohnic period. The dome symbolizes the feature of roman 
culture. The various types of arches represent the Persian and 
Andalusian nations. Those features and landmarks might be 
the result of environmental and /or social needs. 

GCC countries specially characterized by architectural 
styles that have been emerged from their topographical, 
geographic, and climatic conditions. Some of these 
architectural features are still exist. Some of these were due 
to social factors such as the courtyards, which support the 
climatic and social issues. There were some features such as 
coral stone walls evolved due to topographical factors. Some 
others had been used for natural ventilation such as Roshans. 
Wind catchers also represent a very common feature in these 
regions [1]. 

The propriety of GCC nations had a strong influence on 
the socio-cultural aspects of the people which resulted in a 
changed life style. Along with it the availability of new 
contents, materials and technologies led to new building 
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forms which influenced the psychological aspects of human 
life. 

Air conditioning eliminated the need of wind catchers; as 
the demand for comfort levels could not be achieved with 
these features. However, a desire emerged in the societies 
specially those countries along the Arabian Gulf to 
incorporate wind catchers simply as an ornamental feature 
without any functional values. The main purpose was to 
maintain continuity with the past in term of ornamental 
heritage. 
 

II.   HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Wind catchers had been found extensively in hot regions 

to improve the ventilations levels by utilizing the high winds 
and to draw it into the living spaces at lower floors. Although, 
these features had been found in various society of different 
cultural background, yet the main function remains the same 
with different names. It had been known as wind catchers in 
the gulf region. Yet it is more common to be named as 
"Badjeers in Iran" which means the wind tower in Persian 
[2]. 

The wind catcher had been used as early as 1300 B.C. in 
house of "nib Ammon" house, where the device had multiple 
openings, one for cool air to damped in, while the other for 
hot air to escape out [3]. 

This device had been found with different technical details 
and forms. Some were simple from light material. Others are 
small inclined shaded panels on the roof made of wood. 
Alsehimi and Alsenary house represent the most famous ones 
with that type of wind catcher in Cairo. Some of the 
developed and detailed wind catchers had been found in 
many countries such as Iran, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq, 
Egypt, and the GCC countries. 

Wind catchers concept initially adapted from Iran to the 
GCC countries at the beginning of the 18th century as the 
pearl trade flourished in Bahrain [4]. 
 

III. THE ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 
The wind catcher was considered to be the most important 

cooling system that had been used in traditional architecture. 
According to the researchers and scholars, the design of this 
device in variety of shapes and technical details based on 
climatic conditions is an indication of wide vision and 
invention of architecture. 

Wind catcher can be defined as the architectural 
component that usually had been built on the roof to extract 
the high air pressure into the rooms and the corridors in 
building interior. It was known in Bahrain as "cashteel", and 
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in Imarets as "Barjeel", in Qatar as "badkeer", and in eastern 
province of Saudi Arabia, in Alhasa as "badjeen". This word 
had been originally consisting of two  

Persian wards; "Bad" which means air, and "keer" which 
means take or catch [2]. Wind towers are group of vertical 
ducts surrounded by external four walls forming square 
shape, and two internal diagonal walls. Sometimes these 
internal walls could be in other different shapes (K, H, L, I) 
[5]. 

The wind tower consists of three parts, Fig. 1. The bottom 
part is solid and called "the tower base". However, Side 
windows could be found. The medium part "the tower body" 
contains three rectangular units or more that ended with 
ornamentation and little arched shapes through which 
horizontal wooden pillars. The top part of the tower is called 
"Alttaj" which means the crown. Its mean function is to 
define the end of the tower. It might be simple of consist of 
small ornamentation [6]. 

The area of the tower base is more than its body to allow 
for drafting more air into the base and reduce air speed to 
avoid the penetration of dust; especially in dry regions. The 
internal surfaces of the 

Tower had been plastered to absorb the excessive humidity 
and allow for air with less humidity [6]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The main components of the tower. 

 

IV. THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS 
The old Islamic cities contain many architectural elements 

that had been originated as a result of climatic solutions to 
reduce the harsh high temperature during the summer months. 
There were simple and innovative solutions to overcome the 
different climatic conditions. These elements could be 
analyzed to enable the architect to develop them in modern 
manner.  

The wind towers had been one of these elements that drew 
the attention of modern designers. Wind towers vary in its 
typology and characteristics depending on the climatic 
condition and the wind type. In dry regions, a water jar to 
increase its humidity. In humid regions, absorbers had been 
fixed to reduce its humidity level. Moreover, the air in the 
towers of the Emirates and Bahrain, in particular, receive air 
from four direction of the tower, where its body located 
within the internal surfaces of the building to avoid the sun 
exposure to maintain the cooled air [7]. Since the different 
parts of the tower meant to improve the human comfort inside 
the building. Water jars and internal perpendicular surface 
play an important role in this function [6]. The side openings 
of the architectural spaces at the bottom of the towers 

contribute in extracting the hot air and allow for cross 
ventilation. 

The Cooling system of the wind tower depends on either 
the sensible or evaporative cooling. The first one was based 
on the reduction of temperature as air passed through the 
space without the change in the humidity level. The 
evaporative cooling depends on the reduction of temperature 
through the increase of water vapor level as dry air pass 
through water body. These techniques had been used to cool 
water tanks as in wind towers of Azad city, Iran [7]. 

The use of wind tower became more essential in densely 
inhibited areas where closely packed buildings could not get 
adequate ventilation through windows. Previously, many 
researchers explored the environmental characteristics of 
wind towers, which concentrated in understanding the 
thermal behavior and the improvement of natural ventilation. 
In Azad city, analytical and laboratory studies intentioned to 
recognize the thermal performance and utilizing the 
prevailing winds of the hot air with low humidity. Many 
mechanical and mathematical studies with the help of 
software simulation programs had been used [5]. This proved 
that the type of internal walls of the wind towers positively 
influenced the human comfort level inside the adjacent 
architectural spaces to the tower. 

A. The Natural Light Characteristics 
The ventilation issues through wind tower had been mostly 

investigated. Recently, the main environmental function of 
these towers reduces its importance. This is due to the fact 
that the human comfort level had been changed with the 
change of occupants' habits, behaviors, and demands. 
Moreover, they used mechanical means to cool their 
buildings. The towers need to be controlled to avoid the dust 
and insects' penetration. The recent modern wind catchers 
developed to overcome these problems are not widely known 
in this region. However, to maintain the use of the tower as a 
cultural and traditional architectural device became dominant, 
but not environmentally functional. As the composition of 
the tower indicates the possibilities of its utilization as a light 
giver, it is practical to encourage its use as a lighting device.  
 

V.  THE MODERN WIND TOWERS 
As a result of the use of modern building techniques; the 

traditional architecture has been influenced negatively; and 
they slowly disappeared. However, due to the nature of 
human being to explore their roots, some architectural 
solutions tried to emerge between the contemporary 
architecture and the traditional architectural values. The 
reaction of the architects for the use of traditional 
architectural features varies from the way the western 
architects did. The local and eastern architects tried to use 
these components as pure forms in the modern vocabs [3]. 
Some of those architects who contributed in the modern 
architecture of the Arabian Gulf have used these elements 
according to its form and functional purposes. Yet there were 
others who concentrated in understanding its environmental 
and social character and utilize them in a modern way.  

The University of Qatar represents functionally the 
clearest cases of the use of wind towers. The opening had 
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been covered with perforated gypsum to allow for natural 
ventilation, Fig. 2 [3]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The modern towers in qatar university. 

 
Due to the negative environmental utilization of the new 

technology, many experimental studies to investigate the 
wind tower performance had been published. As a result, 
there were some buildings that utilize the air circulation 
inside their spaces with little or negligible use of mechanical 
means. Alhemedi, in his research, investigated the use of 
wind towers in hot dry regions in the cases of Alrahmaniah 
mosque and Alnezul Hotel in Aljof region [8]. The purpose 
of this implication is to save electrical energy consumption 
due to the use of mechanical air conditioning system. The hot 
air had been humidified as it penetrated through the tower 
device. Mazdar city in Abodhabi is another example of the 
use of wind towers under hot humid conditions. Rasem 
Badran used the wind tower in his design of the Islamic art 
museum, Qatar, which selected for in the Aga khan 
international prize, 1997 [9]. 

Many new technological devices had been explored to 
improve the cool air performance. Monodraught is one of the 
modern techniques that ensures light and ventilation 
performance in building interiors [10]. This device operates 
automatically to control the air movement with the group of 
temperature, wind level, and humidity sensors. This device 
can be found in various shapes. There were some buildings 
that had been designed in modern form through which the 
wind tower concepts translated such as Kensington Oval in 
Paradous; and Metropolis Zenith building by Foster. 

The energy tower in Dubai, Designed by Gerber, one of 
the modern cases designed based on the theory of gain cool 
air through wind tower of 60 meter in diameter on top of the 
building simulating the traditional tower in modern form. 
Tassilo Hanger designed the wind tower building as another 
case representing the future architecture that uses wind 
catcher concept through the building envelope to grasp the air 
into the whole building skin. There were some recent 
experimental and theoretical studies that investigated the 
wind tower characteristics and its development such as the 
studies about Azad city [5]. Another study had been 
conducted as a master thesis [11]. These studies tried to 
explore and develop the environmental characteristics of the 
tower. 

Though of all these recent design and research trials of 
improving the image and the environmental characteristics of 
the wind towers , there are many recent buildings emerged in 
various gulf cities such as Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Dammam, and 
AL Manama in which the wind towers appears with no 
environmental impact. It only had been represented as 

aesthetic symbol to draw the society's attention so that these 
images do not disappear from their minds. Some of them had 
been used as part of the stair cases, and as an esthetic 
memorial in the public gardens and sea shores. It also had 
been found as part of the modern building as an architectural 
space in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The use of modern towers as a visual impression. 

 

VI. THE PURPOSE OF STUDY 
Many studies investigated and analysed the development 

of the wind towers and its use as a natural ventilation device. 
These studies achieve success in zones with less humidity. 
Some others had been used with supplementary mechanical 
devices; which results in initial cost increase. 

The attention of this paper is to investigate the 
environmental characteristics of the wind towers with special 
concern to the possibility of its use as a natural lighting 
device. To achieve this aim, the investigation will be through 
a field studies in one of the traditional local buildings using a 
light measurement meters. The investigation will explore the 
lighting characteristics through the use of this device. 
Moreover, another experimental process will investigate 
some of the modifications within the tower to improve its 
light performance. This paper will study the effect when the 
reflectivity of interior surfaces of the tower change. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of measurements process. 

A. The Natural Light Investigation 
The investigation had been applied to one of the wind 

towers in the house of Sheikh Isa ben Ali Al-Khalifa in 
Almehareq city of Bahrain. The concerned building had been 
visited, where the plan of the suggested space had been 
prepared. The position of twenty reading points on four rows 
had been marked on the floor of the space. The distance 
between each two point is 90 cm (see Fig. 4).  

All reading results were documented, as shown in Fig. 5, 
with four portable light meters [12]. Two reading points had 
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been added at 2.4 m in height on one of the sided shelves in 
the space. Moreover two other reading points were also 
measured. The first one is on the vertical surface at the top of 
the tower (4356 lux); while the other is on the vertical surface 
of the interior wall of the tower (1970 lux), (Fig. 5). The 
reflectance of the interior wall had been calculated as 45%. 
 

 
Fig. 5. The graphic illustration of the result. 

 

 
Fig. 6. The experiments procedures. 

B. 6.2 Analysis and Results 
The result had been presented with the use of a graphic 

program (Excel). The results concluded the following points: 
1) The light level reduced at the vertical surface on the 

higher part of the tower as related to the light level 
outside the tower by 45%. This means that the 
architectural components composing the upper part of 
the tower contribute in the reduction of the percentage of 
outdoor light level. In addition, it helps to reduce glare 
problem due to the penetration of direct sunlight. This 
also indicates the efficiency of the tower in the reduction 
of the accompanied temperature. This investigation 
illustrate that the light level at the upper portion of the 
tower (1970 lux) is higher than the international 
standards (500 lux) [13]. 

2) The results indicated that the light level at the lower 
portion of the tower extremely reduced at the height of 
2.4 m by 88%, as light level measured (250- 456 lux) 
which is about 12%. This is much lower than the 
standards. It is important to clarify that these readings 
had been recorded while the side opening at the lower 
portion of the tower were closed to ensure that the light 
only come through the tower. 

 

VII. THE IMPROVED INVESTIGATIONS 
The researcher investigated the improvement of the light 

performance inside the tower using three different reflective 
patterns. The first pattern is to paint the inner surface of the 

internal cross section of the tower of white paint. The 
reflectivity of the paint is 53%. The other trial is to install 
grey sheets on the inner surface of the cross section where the 
reflectance is 42%. The other trail is to use light original 
material which is the wooden sheets of a reflectivity of 21% 
to simulate the natural color of the mud. The model prepared 
for these experiments had been placed on the roof of the 
building (see Fig. 6). 

The measurements had been taken as and average for each 
hour for the full day for each type of cross panel, as shown in 
Fig. 7. Six points had been recorded at the floor level of the 
tower; one point is at the top of the tower, and one point at the 
external vertical surface of the tower. The Megatron light 
meter with data logger had been used for these 
measurements. 

 

Fig. 7. The results of light performance inside the tower. 
 

The results indicated the following points: 
1) Both at the top and the bottom part of the tower, the light 

level indicated as above standard level.  
2) The white cross panels provided light level about 75% of 

the day, while the wooden color panels could maintain 
about 50%. However, the silvered color provides the 
least percentage as it only provides efficient light level at 
about 42% of the day. However, the percentage of light 
provided by the wooden color panels is the lowest but 
higher than the standard level of the original case 
measured on the real site. 

 

VIII.   CONCLUSION 
The analysis of the field study indicated that the light level 

at the lower portion of the tower was generally lower than the 
standards (500 lux). Although the visibility level was at 
acceptable for the users, this will result in eye stress. The 
reduction in light level at the lower portion of the tower was 
due to few factors such as: 
1) The height of the tower affects the contribution light 

performance at the lower part. 
2) The inner walls of the tower contribute in light 

performance at the bottom of the tower. Moreover, this 
component greatly helps in the avoidance of direct 
sunlight and reduces the direct sun rays that cause high 
temperature. 

A. Recommendations 
Through the future experiments that could be investigated 

in the development of the visual characteristics of the wind 
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tower, light could be ensured at its lower portion by different 
methods such as: 
1) Install light sensors to catch sun light and reflect it 

downward. 
2) Fix mirrors and lenses on the inner surfaces of the tower 

to contribute in transfer of light to the lower portion of 
the tower. 

3) Investigate the light contribution of the side windows at 
the lower portion of the tower, especially as these 
windows originally represent an essential component in 
the enhancement of the natural ventilation system. 
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